Abstract-This paper addresses the problem of learning human behavior models from sensor information in a smart home environment. Any smart home is provided with many devices that can determine the state of the environment at any moment, as well as the user interaction with the environment. This information is used by our approach to learn a flexible and reliable human behavior representation, extracting the relevant actions and the order constraints among them.
INTRODUCTION
Ambient intelligence (AmI) is a new vision for electronic environments that are sensitive and responsive to human presence [1] . Inside these environments, the electronic devices are virtually invisible and are able to respond to the user needs. The systems learn the user behavior using the information collected from users' daily activities, always following the principles of ubiquity, transparency and intelligence [1] .
In the AmI paradigm, the modeling, recognition, and prediction of Activities of Daily Living (ADL) [2] , [3] are becoming more important. An ADL is a sequence of atomic actions within user's daily routine, such as toileting, making a meal, or leaving home. Most of the projects are focused on elderly people, such as [4] , [5] , [6] . For example, [4] proposed a method based on temporal clustering to detect a gradual change as a result of a deteriorating condition.
Recently, there has been a high interest in the identification of behavior models [7] for assisted living. Previous works offered studies of a wide variety of aspects, ranging from the underlying sensor network for user data acquisition [2] , [8] , to representation [2] , [9] , [10] , behavior modeling [11] , [12] , [13] and applications [4] , [5] , [6] , [14] . Probabilistic and uncertainty models are the most common choice in the literature to model an ADL as probabilistic sequences of objects touched by the user [2] . Other approaches have also been employed such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [9] , [15] , [16] , Markov Decision Processes [10] , hybrid models of HMM and Linear Discriminant Analysis [17] , agents and fuzzy systems [11] [18] , etc.
Nevertheless, in most of the previous work, the behavior model is completely determined by the method proposed. The idea of a behavior model separated from the learning technique used is presented in [19] , [20] . With this strategy, the learning procedure is independent from the formal behavior representation, which allows for the use of different learning techniques. In this work, we present an approach to learn these behavior models. Our approach is based on two main assumptions: any behavior has associated temporal information and a behavior model could be determined by its common actions and the order constraints among them. Following these assumptions, we proposed a method that primarily uses the behavior temporal information to find the important actions. Next, a new Frequent Itemsets-based algorithm finds the relevant actions and the order constraints among them. This information is used by a multi-agent system, implemented by Learning Automata, to learn the behavior model. In order to evaluate our approach, we have performed unique experiments in which our proposed method is tested, in the iSpace at the University of Essex which is a real world AIE testbed. In our experiments, we had three participants performing three behaviors (Wake up, Have Breakfast and Leave Home) during five days. We will use the Similarity Measure, proposed in [21] , [22] , to evaluate the quality of the results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the behavior model concept is introduced. Section III presents a description of the method designed to learn any behavior model. Section IV presents experiments and results. Section V provides the conclusions and future work.
II. MODELLING HUMAN BEHAVIOR
The behavior model is a representation of a human behavior. Some examples of behavior models in the literature include employing HMMs [9] and fuzzy rule-based control systems [12] , [13] . In contrast, we define a human behavior as a sequence of human actions that could (or not) have temporal relationship constraints between them [20] . The formal descriptions that support our research are the following: [19] , [20] In this work, we will deal with two types of actions: Human and learning automaton actions, as we will see in Section III. In order to distinguish between them for the purpose of clarity, we will rename the human action to be human task from now on, without any loss of meaning. [19] , [20] We illustrate the definition of behavior with an example. Let us define the behavior Go to sleep. The set H is the set of all the available tasks that the user could carry out at home, and R contains the relevant tasks for the behavior, as for instance the set {To put the pajama on, To sit on the bed, To take the slippers off, To take the pills and To turn off the lights}. Let us assume that the behavior is normal if the user always sits on the bed and puts his/her pajama on before taking the pills, and the last action s/he does is to turn off the lights. Then the set of temporal constraints between the human tasks is C = {To put pajama on To take the pills, To sit on the bed To take the pills, To take the slippers off To turn off the light, and To take the pills To turn off the light}.
Definition 2. (Behavior)
These order relationships may be modeled graphically as a set of AND gates connected in cascade. Each human task is matched with an input line to an AND gate. Its value is false if the action has not been executed and true otherwise. In addition, each human task is assigned to a level in the cascade considering the temporal precedence in respect to the other tasks. An action a that precedes another action b is located in an upper level, while b is located in a lower one. Figure 1 shows an example of a possible behavior model for the previous example Go to sleep. In this example, the task To take the pills is located at the second cascade level since the task To sit on the bed precedes this one. In addition, the task To turn off the light is located at the deepest level since all the relevant tasks in the behavior precede this action.
However, this design is static and does not allow to model behaviors that can be executed in different ways. For instance, the task To take the slippers off could be executed either in level 1 or 2 in the previous example, since it just has to be performed before turning the light off; but, it does not have another type of constraint. To avoid this situation, we propose a method based on a distribution of each task in levels; so that, the levels represent the order constraints among the actions. Each task is assigned to an execution level with a probability value; what means that this task will be performed before and after the actions in the rest of levels with a specific probability. Additionally, we include a last level, the discard level, where the actions that are not relevant for the behavior are connected.
Formally, the underlying representation of a behavior makes use of a probability distribution for each action in the set H, so that an action may be executed in each of the r possible levels of the cascade with probability . This probability distribution represents that each action can be executed within a cascade level with a concrete probability value. On the other hand, the representation as a sequence of ANDs in cascade is the most likely representation of behavior performance, assigning each action to its most probable level in the cascade. Therefore, a human task is located at the cascaded level l if and only if, i.e., l is the first level with a maximum probability value in the matrix. Table I exemplify a matrix with maximum 4 levels to represent the behavior of Figure 1 , where the level U is the discard level. Thus, To sit on bed and To put pajama on are assigned to level 1, since the minimum level where their probabilities are maximum is the first level. 
III. LEARNING THE BEHAVIOR MODEL
One of the main advantages of our system is the independence of the model approach and the method used to learn the user behavior. This allows us to achieve better system modularization and to use a larger variety of learning methods for the same activity model [20] .
In this paper, we propose a method composed of two main steps: the extraction of the behavior patterns and the learning of that information to build the behavior model. The first step will infer a set of relevant actions and their order constraints, while the second step will provide a unique behavior model that represents the user activities. With the former step, we want to reinforce the correctness of the learning process of the behavior model, providing only the relevant actions.
A. Extracting behavior patterns
As indicated previously, our system learns the behavior model from sensor information collected by monitoring the user activity for several days. However, not all collected information is relevant for a specific behavior, hence only a subset of that information should be studied. The questions under focus are which subsets are to be extracted and how. To manage these problems, our proposal assumes that a daily behavior is usually performed around a known time [23] , being able to establish an adjusted interval in which the behavior should be performed by the user. However, not all actions of the interval are equally important for the behavior's final performance. In order to solve this problem, in [23] , we proposed a method entitled "Fuzzy Temporal Window (FTW)". Formally presented in Definition 3 a FTW is a temporal interval associated with a specific behavior performance and a fuzzy set. Every action in the interval has a specific degree of importance belonging to the fuzzy set, hence to the behavior performance. At this point, we have limited the dataset in order to extract which actions are relevant (or not) for a specific behavior. The following step consists of finding which actions could represent the behavior performance and which order constraints could exist among them. For this purpose, we apply the method based on Frequent Itemset as presented in [23] , [24] .
Definition 3. (Fuzzy Temporal Window): Let
Suppose we want to find out the behavior patterns for the behavior B, which has a related FTW, noted , and a known . First of all, as we apply the α-cut concept over a , we have a new crisp image of , where every value is in [0, 1]. For each extracted for behavior B, we obtain its relevant actions using the Apriori algorithm. However, a behavior pattern is not only defined by its relevant actions, but also by the order constraints that must follow. In [24] , we present an algorithm to find them using the user information that is already known.
Additionally, as we use Frequent Itemsets, we need to represent them as unique fuzzy set. Thus, we have to ensure the consistent restriction between every α frequent itemset . For sequence patterns representation is the same. The proof of these statements is in [23] .
B. Using the behavior patterns to learn the behavior model
Once the behavior patterns have been extracted, the next step is to learn the behavior model. With this aim in mind, we proposed a multi-agent system [19] , [20] , based on Learning Automata [26] . This method is able to infer behavior models from the sensor data obtained during the monitoring process of the user. However, instead of using the sensory data, we propose in this paper to make use of the pattern behaviors in order to improve the quality of the learned model. Next, we introduce the concept of Learning Automata and summarize briefly the method proposed in [19] .
1) Learning Automata Overview:
The multi-agent system we employ is based on Learning Automaton [27] in which a decision-making stochastic machine is defined by the tuple , where is a set of available actions for the automaton, Q is the internal state, R is a set of input values to the automaton, and T is a reinforcement learning scheme. At each time instant k, the automaton selects an action according to the automaton internal state and returns to an unknown random environment. Then, the environment evaluates the action chosen by the automaton with a fitness evaluation function and provides a reward or penalty reinforcement value , depending on the suitability of for the environment internal fitness evaluation function, where D is the expectation to obtain a reward reinforcement value. The internal state of the automaton is updated with the reinforcement scheme, considering the action chosen by the automaton and the reinforcement value received, . This process is repeated until a predefined desired condition is fulfilled, as for example the convergence to the learnt optimal action.
In this work, we use Finite Action-set Learning Automata (FALA) [26] to learn behavior models from user monitoring. Here, the set of available actions is discrete and finite, and the internal state of the automaton is modeled as a probability distribution for the action selection . At each k time instant, the automaton chooses the action according to this probability distribution, and applies it over the environment.
2) A team of Learning Automata to build a Behavior model:
Our proposal [18] , [20] uses a team of FALA for learning the behavior model. Every team has the same number of FALA as the number of available human actions in H. The set of available actions for each learning automaton is , where is the cardinal of H. Each automaton is matched uniquely with a task. We write to name the learning automaton assigned to the human task .
The selection of the action by the automaton means that the human task is required to complete the behaviour and it should be included in R, for . In addition, is assigned with the j-th cascade level in the behavior model. On the other hand, if the automaton selects the action , then it is assumed that the action is not required to complete the behaviour and it should not be included in R.
The state of the automaton at the k-th iteration is defined by , (4) where is the probability of to select the action at the k-th iteration of the learning process, i.e. the probability to assign the human task to the j-th level of the behavior model if , or to select that the action is not required to complete the behavior correctly if . The created behavior model is sent to the environment, which contains S behavior patterns obtained in the previous step. This is a big difference when compared with our previous approach [18] [20] , where the LA environment included only the sensory data gathered from monitoring of the user actions. Using this pre-processed environment, we ensure that the learning process will be more effective and quicker than the one in previous approaches. The effectiveness comes from the fact that the environment only contains correct samples, i.e. unbroken order constraint in the relevant actionsets. On the other hand, the reduction of the environment size makes the process lively. The behavior model is evaluated in each sample, and the environment returns a reinforcement value for each behavior sample following a Q-model [27] . The reinforcement is applied over the internal state Q of every automaton in the team. This process will continue until the convergence criteria will be fulfilled.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We have performed several unique experiments within the iSpace at the University of Essex (see Figure 2) . The iSpace is a real Ambient Intelligent Environment equipped with all the facilities of a two-bedroomed apartment, together with the required devices to manage it. The apartment is composed of a bedroom, a study, an entrance hall, a fully equipped kitchen, a living room and a bathroom, which are organized in four labeled areas as kitchen, sofa, bedroom and hall (see Figure 2) . On the other hand, each room contains a set of various devices to interact with, all of which use an interface based on the 
Universal

Plug&Play
(UPnP) architecture. The communication with the devices is made through an API, programmed in Java language, which provides discovery of the services belonging to a range of devices and also interaction via sending messages over the network.
Regarding the devices in our experiment, two input sensors are monitored: doortrap sensor and Ubisense Tracking Sensor. The Ubisense Tracking Sensor detects when the user either enters into or exits a zone. In addition, we check the state of 18 actuators consisting of light-switches, curtain-controllers, TV remote control and switch controllers. The last set of actuators (switch controllers) controls whether some specific electrical appliance is connected to the UPnP network or not. Those devices are: a coffee machine, a little bedroom lamp, an alarm clock, a toaster and a radio. To manage the environment, we have developed an interface to send the specific commands to the actuators such as turn them on and off.
The goal of our experiment is to prove that our system is capable of learning the behavior model for different people and for different type of behaviors. For this purpose, we studied three participants and three different behaviors, which are Wake up, Have breakfast and Leave home. Each participant was requested to perform these behaviors in the iSpace in a natural way, i.e., perform the same sequence of actions that s/he usually carries out at his/her own home. Additionally, every participant was requested to provide some expert knowledge about his/her way of performing the behaviors: the temporal interval, the sequence of actions to carry out and the order constraints among them. Table II shows a summary of the aforementioned expert knowledge. The temporal interval, which is provided by the participants (see Table II ), is represented as a fuzzy temporal window that uses a Gaussian function, having the mean equal to the value of the arithmetic average of the two end points of the interval where the deviation equals to the halved interval length. The order constraints are indicated using ≺ operator, where a≺ b means that the task a must be done before task b. In Section IV.B, this expert knowledge will be used to test our proposed approach.
For each participant, we learn the behavior model for each type of behavior. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our method according to each user behavior, we define a measure to determine the similarity between the learned behavior and the real user behavior by using Similarity measure [21] , [22] .
A. Similarity measure
In [21] [22], the authors propose a Similarity measure for comparing pairs of behavior models. Basically, the measure includes three components that study all the important aspects of the behavior model explained in Section II: a)
Comparing soft partitions: determines the similarity between pairs of behaviors according to the strength of actions grouping into similar levels. (5) where s(U,V) is the strength of actions grouping into similar levels. It is calculated using the comparing soft partitions technique proposed in Error! Reference source not found., viewing tasks as data points and levels as clusters.
b)
Subsethood of Non-Discarded Actions: two behavior models may share many actions in the discarded level. This component minimizes the influence of those actions in the measure. (6) where and are the relevant set of actions for behavior U and V, respectively; is intersection; is union, and |•| is cardinality.
c)
Similarity of Partial Order Relations: determines if the order of levels is consistent. Two behavior models may share a set of non-discarded actions and have a strong similarity of actions grouping into levels (clusters), but the {Enter the kitchen, Radio off} ≺ Enter the hall Enter the hall ≺ Exit the hall order of levels is not consistent, if the measure has to factor its effect as follows:
where is a matrix that represents the order relationships (before, same, after) between two actions and measures the ability to decide that action i belongs to some particular level. Therefore, the final measure for comparing human behaviors is (9)
B. Results and Discussion
As stated before, in our experiments, each participant was requested to perform independently the sequence of habitual actions that s/he performs to wake up, have breakfast and leave home in the iSpace. During 5 days, each user's activities were recorded using the sensors and actuators in the iSpace. At the beginning of each experiment session, the system applied a specific mode in iSpace, named as Sleepy mode, consisting of the following specific actions: closing all curtains, turning all the devices off and turning all the lights off. Each participant wore a tag of Ubisense Tracking Sensor, which identified exactly where s/he is at the space at any moment. Each experiment session started when the alarm clock went off at a specific time provided by the participants. From that moment on, the system recorded all the user interactions (events) with the environment, received either from the sensors or through the interface. For each event, the time and the activated sensor/actuator were stored. Each experiment session finished when the participant left the iSpace.
Next, we briefly summarize the participants' activities during the experiment. Note that this is just the general scenario they performed. At each experiment session, the scenarios might be performed in different ways and times: -Participant-1: Her alarm clock went off at 6:55. She turned it off and switched the bedroom lights on. She left the bedroom and went to the bathroom, where she turned the lights on. After some minutes, she exited it and went into the kitchen, through the hall, turning some lights on/off. At the kitchen, she prepared her breakfast, using the coffee machine and the toaster. In some sessions, the participant watched the television at the living room meanwhile she was having breakfast. Once she finished, she left the kitchen and went into the bathroom again. Several minutes later, she entered into the bedroom, packed her stuff, went into the hall, opened the door, stepped out and closed the door. -Participant-2: The alarm was set to 7:00 A.M. The first thing she did was to open the curtains in the bedroom.
After postponing the alarm for a couple of times, she got out of the bed and went to the bathroom for a few minutes. Then, she usually (in 4 of 5 sessions) came back to the bedroom and spent there around 25 minutes getting dressed. Then, she exited the bedroom, passed by the hall and went into the kitchen, where she always opened the curtains. She prepared her breakfast turning the coffee machine and the toaster on. Once the breakfast was ready, she had it while she was reading. Around 15 minutes later, she went to the bathroom for several minutes. Before she left home, she went into the living room to take her things, then entered into and finally exited the hall. -Participant-3: Although her alarm clock went off at 7:25 AM, she repeatedly postponed it for 5 minutes. Then, she switched the radio on and went into the bathroom. After a while, she came back to the bedroom to get dressed. The next thing she did was to have breakfast. She left the bedroom, passed through the hall, and entered into the kitchen. While preparing her breakfast, she used the coffee machine, the fridge and the toaster. It took her around 15 minutes to have breakfast. After that, she went into the bathroom. When she was ready to leave home, she went into the living room to pick up her bag, went into the hall, opened the door, got out and closed the door.
Examining the scenarios, we can affirm that the same behavior is performed in different ways for different people: which actions are considered important, how and when they are performed, which sensors/actuators are activated to carry the actions out, etc. Even more, the behaviors are performed differently by the same user in different days. Our method is able to deal with this uncertainty involved in learning a behavior model that embraces all these changes. Figure 3 shows the most likely representation of the learned Wake up behavior model using the AND gates for each participant. Herein, it is shown that the system is capable of learning the correct behavior model, when the participant, the actions and the timetable are different. Moreover, analyzing the figures, we can see how the most probable actions match up with the most relevant actions provided by the participants (see Table II ). Nevertheless, although we could analyze the results graphically, the calculation of the similarity measure will provide us a numerical way to compare the results. Before applying the similarity measure over the learned behavior, we need to define a behavior model to be compared with. We build this behavior model using the expert knowledge indicated in Table II . For example, based on the information in Table II , the theoretical behavior models for Participant-3 are shown in Table IV .
Once we have defined the correct behavior model, we can calculate how similar the learned behavior model is with respect to the theoretical one. Table III shows the results of applying the similarity measure presented in Section IV-A. The results reveal that, in general, our method obtains very similar behavior models, reaching values around 0.9 in the similarity measure. However, there is a value that should be studied carefully. Observe that the similarity measure obtained for Participant-3 for Have Breakfast behavior (0.4964) is much lower than the rest of the values. Why is this value so "bad"?
Comparing the results presented in Table III with the theoretical behavior model shown in Table IV , the learned behavior model contains many actions that are not relevant according to the user's opinion for performing the have breakfast behavior. Nevertheless, when those so-called irrelevant (by the user) actions are examined carefully, we infer that they indeed should be performed at some moment by Participant-3 if she wants to have breakfast. For example, actions Enter the kitchen and/or Exit the bedroom should be performed to be able to have breakfast. That means that our system is capable of learning not only those actions which are considered as basics by the user, but also the ones that are unconsciously performed yet they belong to the action set of the behavior. In general, the detection of these actions could be very useful to notice small changes in the behavior performances that are imperceptible in other cases, such as, in degenerative disease supervision applications. During a degenerative disease, the capability of performing the desired behaviors usually decreases over time, introducing small changes in the usual performance, which are very difficult to detect without a continuous supervision. Hence, it can be seen that our method is capable of analyzing the user behavior over the time, just comparing the similarity measure values obtained from the learning process in different moments, reducing the required supervision and increasing the independence of the user.
As shown in the experiments, our proposal is able to handle different type of behaviors and different users. The algorithm is robust enough to converge in a correct solution independently of the inputs and the users. For more details, see [19] [20] , where we present an lengthy study about the converge of the algorithm for different behaviors and users.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a novel method to learn human behavior model based on two main assumptions: a behavior performance could be determined by an ordered sequence of actions and any behavior has temporal information related to it.
First of all, we presented the concept of behavior model, a representation of any behavior regarding its relevant actions and the order constraints among them. Next, we have presented a method consisting of two steps: the extraction of common actions for a specific behavior and the learning process of the behavior model using the information extracted previously. The former is an algorithm based on Frequent Itemset concept, whereas the latter is a multi-agent system implemented using Learning Automata. Moreover, we apply Tasks  L1  L2  L3  L4 Above all, we have performed several unique experiments in the iSpace at the University of Essex, a real Ambient Intelligent Environment equipped with ubiquitous devices (sensors and actuators) which were used to collect information about the user activities. To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we used a Similarity Measure that compares any pairs of behavior models.
For future work, we would like to improve the system to be able to recognize the user performance. Additionally, as stated before, a behavior performance is not static, and it changes along time according to multiple factors. We will also develop the adaptation system to manage these changes. As an improvement to the system, we will develop a Type-2 fuzzy based system to manage the uncertainty of those actions that can vary during a behavior performance.
